
Module 6: Introduction To Tuples

Introduction

Tuples are a fundamental data structure in Python used to store collections of items.
Unlike lists, tuples are immutable, meaning their elements cannot be changed after
creation. They are represented by parentheses () and can contain any combination of
data types, including integers, floats, strings, and even other tuples. Tuples are
commonly used for storing fixed collections of items that should not be modified.

Creating Tuples

Tuples can be created using parentheses () and separating elements with commas ,.
Even if there's only one element, a comma is required to differentiate it from a regular
expression in parentheses.

# Creating tuples

tuple1 = (1, 2, 3)

empty_tuple = ()

single_tuple = (4,)

Accessing Elements

Elements in a tuple can be accessed using indexing and slicing. Indexing starts from 0
for the first element and continues sequentially. Slicing allows you to extract a subset of
elements from the tuple.

# Accessing elements

print(tuple1[0]) # Output: 1

print(tuple1[1:]) # Output: (2, 3)



Tuple Methods

Tuples have two main methods: count() and index(). count() returns the number of
occurrences of a specified element, while index() returns the index of the first
occurrence of a specified element.

# Tuple methods

tuple2 = (1, 2, 2, 3)

print(tuple2.count(2)) # Output: 2

print(tuple2.index(3)) # Output: 3

Tuple Operations

Tuples support various operations such as concatenation, repetition, and membership
testing. Concatenation combines two tuples into a single tuple, repetition repeats a
tuple multiple times, and membership testing checks if an element is present in the
tuple.

# Tuple operations

concatenated_tuple = tuple1 + tuple2

print(concatenated_tuple) # Output: (1, 2, 3, 1, 2, 2, 3)

repeated_tuple = tuple1 * 2

print(repeated_tuple) # Output: (1, 2, 3, 1, 2, 3)

print(2 in tuple1) # Output: True

Unpacking Tuples

Tuples can be unpacked into individual variables, allowing for convenient access to its
elements.

# Unpacking tuples

x, y, z = (1, 2, 3)

print(x, y, z) # Output: 1 2 3



Tuple Comprehensions

Similar to list comprehensions, tuples can be generated using comprehension-like
syntax for compact and expressive code.

# Tuple comprehensions

even_numbers = tuple(x for x in range(10) if x % 2 == 0)

print(even_numbers) # Output: (0, 2, 4, 6, 8)

Conclusion

Tuples are versatile data structures in Python, offering immutability and efficient storage
of fixed collections of items. By understanding the basics of tuples and their operations,
you'll be able to use them effectively in your Python programs.

Exercises

Exercise 1:

 Create a tuple named my_tuple containing the integers 1, 2, and 3.

Exercise 2:

 Access the second element of the tuple my_tuple created in Exercise 1 and print
its value.

Exercise 3:

 Count the number of occurrences of the integer 2 in the tuple my_tuple and print
the result.

Exercise 4:

 Create a new tuple named another_tuple containing the integers 4, 5, and 6.
Concatenate my_tuple and another_tuple, and print the result.

Exercise 5:



 Unpack the tuple (7, 8, 9) into variables a, b, and c, and print their values.

Exercise 6:

 Create a tuple named even_numbers containing even numbers from 0 to 10
(inclusive) using tuple comprehension, and print the result.

Answers:

 Answer 1

my_tuple = (1, 2, 3)

 Answer 2

print(my_tuple[1]) # Output: 2

 Answer 3

print(my_tuple.count(2)) # Output: 1

 Answer 4

another_tuple = (4, 5, 6)

concatenated_tuple = my_tuple + another_tuple

print(concatenated_tuple) # Output: (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6)

 Answer 5

a, b, c = (7, 8, 9)

print(a, b, c) # Output: 7 8 9



 Answer 6

even_numbers = tuple(x for x in range(11) if x % 2 == 0)

print(even_numbers)


